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ABSTRACT
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Recently, a real-time imaging system based on terahertz
(THz) time-domain spectroscopy has been demonstrated.
This technique offers a range of unique imaging modalities
due to the broad bandwidth, sub-picosecond duration, and
phase-sensitive detection of the THz pulses. This paper
provides a brief introduction of the state-of-the art in THz
imaging. It also focuses on expanding the potential of this
new and exciting field through two major efforts. The first
concentrates on improving the experimental sensitivity of
the system.
We are exploring an interferometric
arrangement to provide a background-free reflection
imaging geometry. The second applies novel digital signal
processing algorithms to extract useful information from
the THz pulses. The possibility exists to combine
spectroscopic characterization andlor identification with
pixel-by-pixel imaging.
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Fig. 1. The Auston switch generates THz pulses by firing
a femtosecond laser pulse onto a DC biased antenna on a
semiconductor substrate.

While a broad range of possible applications were
presented, the signal processing techniques were often
limited in scope. Average received power or arrival time
shifts were often used to determine a false color image.
This paper focuses on improving the THz system
sensitivity through interferometry and generating
spectroscopic estimations using digital signal processing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Until the 198Os, the use of electromagnetic waves in the
far-infrared, or terahertz (THz), region of the spectrum
was limited due to the low intensity of thermal sources and
the poor sensitivity of most detectors. Many of these
difficulties were overcome by the introduction of THz
time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [ 1-31. This system
uses femtosecond pulses of near-visible laser light to optoelectronically generate a coherent THz wave. The
resulting electromagnetic pulse is broadband and spans
from below 100 GHz to more than 2 THz. The receiver
structure requires the simultaneous arrival of a delayed
femtosecond laser pulse and the generated THz wave.
Through this arrangement, the laser pulse acts as a gating
signal to control sampling. The result is a system that
provides extremely bright, coherent emissions onto a gated
receiver with sensitivity several orders of magnitude
higher than most bolometric (thermal) counterparts.
The first real-time THz imaging system was introduced
in 1995 [4]. In [4] and others that followed, a broad range
of applications were demonstrated. The images, created
from 'T-rays', included moisture analysis in a leaf, thermal
analysis of a flame, and leadframe imaging of a plastic
encapsulated integrated circuit, just to name a few [4-71.

2. TERAHERTZ TIME-DOMAIN SPECTROSCOPY
The heart of the THz system relies on two key
components: the Auston switch and a visible laser capable
sec) pulse trains [ 11. The
of generating femtosecond (
Auston switch is composed of a lithographed dipole
antenna patterned on a photoconductive substrate (see Fig.
1).
When the dipole antennas are DC biased, a
photoinduced current can be generated by the laser pulses.
This current rises from zero in a time determined by the
duration of each laser pulse, which is typically 0.1
picoseconds. This rapid change in current produces an
electromagnetic wave in the THz spectral range.
The receiver optics and switch are similar to the
transmitter arrangement just described. The receiver
switch, however, is not DC biased. Instead, a current
meter is connected across the dipole. Current will only
flow when a laser pulse arrives at the switch at the same
time as the coherent THz wave. Since the laser pulse is
narrow in comparison to the time duration of the T-ray
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Fig. 2. Schematic of THz imaging with interferometry.
The reference arm creates an inverted pulse that nearly
cancels the main pulse at a known sample depth.
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Fig. 3. THz waveforms with (a) a delay between the
signal and reference reflections, (b) the near cancellation
of the two pulses, (c) the effect on the interferometric
signal caused by a piece of 45 pm thick adhesive tape, and
(d) the two non-interferometric signals superimposed
displaying the effect of the tape.

pulse, the laser acts as a gated sampling signal. The
optical arrangement between the transmitter and receiver
can be tailored depending on the experimental goals.

3. TERAHERTZ INTERFEROMETRY
delay. The measured signal is the coherent superposition
of the electric fields from these two arms. Due to the
Gouy phase shift acquired by the signal beam as it passes
through a focus, it is 180” out of phase from the reference
beam [9]. As a result, if the sample reflects the THz pulse
without distortion, then the delay of the reference arm can
be adjusted so that the two pulses destructively interfere at
the detector, and almost no signal is detected. Figure 3(a)
depicts a waveform in which the sample and reference
pulses are separated in time by a few picoseconds. Figure
3(b) shows the waveform when the two pulses are
overlapped in time, producing a near cancellation of the
measured signal.
This cancellation relies sensitively on the delay and
distortions acquired by the signal pulse when it interacts
with the sample. Any small changes in this waveform
produce large fractional changes in the measured signal.
This is demonstrated using waveforms reflected off of a
mirror with a.piece of adhesive tape stuck on the surface.
The thickness of this “defect” is approximately 45 pm, or
1/7 of the coherence length of the pulse. The tape is
composed of a transparent, low-index polymer, which has
only a weak effect on the THz pulse. The waveform in
Fig. 3(c) shows the effect of the tape compared to Fig.
3(b). Figure 3(d) shows the minute phase shift between
waveforms using conventional (i.e., non-interferometric)
imaging. The contrast is enhanced through the use of
interferometry. Figure 4 shows a sample image in which
this contrast enhancement is clearly evident.

THz imaging is an emerging technology that permits threedimensional tomographic imaging of non-metallic objects.
Numerous applications have been demonstrated where
THz imaging could be a valuable complement to existing
technologies for non-invasive testing, including the
detection of faults or delaminations in packaged integrated
circuits and the location of air bubbles or cracks within
polymer or ceramic parts [5,6]. In many of these
applications, the feature we wish to detect is subtle, in the
sense that its interaction with the single-cycle THz pulse
imposes only a small additional distortion on the
waveform. A good example is detecting delamination or
disbonding between two surfaces. In many practical cases,
the gap which opens between the two surfaces is narrower
than the coherence length of the THz pulse, and the
waveform is little changed as a result.
Here we report on the use of interferometry in
combination with THz tomography, for improving the
detectability of such subtle features. This idea has
analogies to optical coherence tomography, in which the
signal pulse, reflected off of the sample, is interfered with
a reference wave to provide enhanced sensitivity [8]. The
experimental layout is shown in Fig. 2. The collimated
THz beam is directed into a Michelson interferometer, in
which one arm (signal) contains a 10 cm polyethylene
lens. Thus, the THz beam is focused onto the sample at
normal incidence. The second arm (reference) contains a
planar mirror, mounted on a translation stage for variable
765
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normal incidence from region a to region b, and rUb(w is
the normal reflection in region a at the a-b interface. AS
the wave moves though a material of thickness 1, its
propagation is governed by:
..

3)
We neglect scattering (e.g., interface roughness) in our
model and consider the THz path both with and without a
sample in place. For the free air path, we have:

E,

( 0 )= Einitial(0) Pair (09 x)

9

(4)

n"dr( 0 )= 1.00027 - j 0

with x the distance between the transmitter and receiver.
This includes the small but measurable contribution of the
refractive index from air at standard pressure and room
temperature [ 121.
We examine a planar, homogenous material placed in
the pathway of the THz radiation. Our iterative approach
requires that the primary transmission and at least two
multiples be present in the measured waveforms to solve
for the free variables.
This models the measured
waveform that contains all three temporal signals:

Fig. 4.

Images comparing maximum peak-to-peak
amplitude of (a) non-interferometric imaging, and
(b) interferometric imaging. The sample consists of two
-45pm thick pieces of adhesive tape on a flat metal
surface. The tape strip on the right has two air bubbles.

4. SPECTROSCOPIC ESTIMATION

EcompIete ( 0 )= Einitial (w)Pair (W

The goal in using the THz-TDS system is real-time
spectroscopy and imaging. Images are formed by the
collection and processing of signals in a pixel-by-pixel
fashion as the sample is translated. In this work, a new
technique is proposed to determine simultaneously the
thickness and the complex index of refraction of an
unknown material [ 101.
This method is a model-based approach, in which the
multiple reflections arising from the time-domain FabryPerot effect are used to extract the thickness of the
material as an independent measurement. A gradient
search minimizes the difference between the model and
the measured signals, over a range of thicknesses. Our
model includes the first transmission through a material
and two subsequent pulses caused by internal reflections.
The Fresnel equations describe the transmission and
reflection of the THz wave at each interface [ l l ] . These
are based on the material's complex index of refraction in
the frequency domain, i ( o )= n ( o ) - j a m ) , where n ( o )
represents the real refractive index, K(o)is proportional to
the absorption coefficient, and o is angular frequency.
The Fresnel equations at an interface between two layers
are:

tab(@)
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- 1)) ~

O Ix
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We are now able to clearly discern the multiples
FP(o) described by the Fabry-Perot effect. Dividing ( 5 )
by (4), we obtain:

&w) = Ecomplete ( 0 )- 4 ;air ( U );sample (w)2
Ere, ( 0 )
(;air ( 0 )+ %ample
))

x

Equation (6) provides the transfer function for our
model. The complex function iSmple(co)and 1 are the only
free variables.
By minimizing this model against
experimental data at each of a range of guessed
thicknesses, the total error and the predicted complex
index of refraction are determined. The curve created by
plotting the total error for a large number of thicknesses
for a sample of silicon is displayed in Fig. 5. Since the
total error curve is mapped onto a decaying exponential
function, the deepest local minimum determines the
correct thickness. Selection of the deepest local minimum
for some samples, however, is problematic.
By
introducing a total variation metric of the first order:
~ [ m l =n[m-~]-n[m]
I
IC[~-~I-K[~I

1+1

where

2

TV = C D [ m ]

is the transmission coefficient of a wave at
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Fig. 5. The total error between the model and measured
signals for a 0.51rtO.01 mm thick sample of silicon plotted
over a wide range of thicknesses.

Fig. 6. The real and imaginary index of refraction for the
thickness identified in Fig. 5. Literature data puts the
complex index of refraction of silicon at 3.418-j0 [13].

where the complex index of refraction is Z(w) = n(w) j q w ) , we obtain the proper thickness. Total variation
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5. SUMMARY
We have briefly explained the opto-electronic mechanisms
that allow THz emission and detection. By introducing an
interferometric arrangement, the sensitivity of the system
is improved. We demonstrate qualitative assessment with
an image of tape that has a thickness lfl of the coherence
length of the terahertz pulse. A non-interferometric
arrangement barely resolves *the tape, whereas the
interferometric method clearly shows the tape and trapped
air bubbles. Finally, we introduced a spectroscopic
imaging method that simultaneously and independently
determines the complex index of refraction and thickness
of a sample.
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